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On August 25, 2014, the Kelowna International Airport’s 
Business Development and Community Relations 
Manager, Jenelle Hynes, challenged the Victoria Airport 
Authority to participate in the ‘Ice Bucket Challenge,’  
an international social media campaign to raise funds 
and awareness for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), 
also known as Lou Gehrig’s disease.

The challenge encourages each nominee to be filmed 
having a bucket of ice water poured on their head and 
then nominating others to do the same. Each nominee 
has 24 hours to complete the challenge. 

The Victoria Airport Authority quickly assembled  
a team of willing volunteers to participate in this 
fundraising endeavour. Within two hours, Victoria 
Airport Authority’s President and CEO Geoff Dickson 
and Director of Operations and Safety Ken Gallant found 
themselves standing on the apron outside the Airside 
Operations Centre.

With a little assistance form Firefighter Rob Goetze, 
Captain Rick Robertson and YYJ’s Rosenbauer Panther 
fire truck, known as Red 5, the two airport executives 
were doused with a bucket of ice water and then,  
for good measure, completely soaked by a huge spray  
of cold water from Red 5.

In addition to soaking its volunteers, Victoria Airport 
Authority donated $1,000 to the cause and challenged 
the Comox, Nanaimo and Prince George airports to do 
the same.

A video of the fundraiser can be viewed on Victoria Airport 
Authority’s Facebook page: http://on.fb.me/1sjZjx3 

YYJ TAKES THE 
ALS ICE BUCKET 
CHALLENGE
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FEATURE STORY:

YYJ’S MAIN  
RUNWAY GETS 
AN OVERLAY

Victoria International Airport has completed an intricate, 
labour intensive and vital runway-enhancement project 
that incorporates traditional construction methods with 
modern safety techniques.

The airport’s main runway, known as 09-27, was built 
more than 75 years ago, when aircraft were much 
smaller and lighter than they are today. While the 
runway’s composite layers of gravel and asphalt have 
been well maintained over the years, a major upgrade 
was necessary to ensure the runway could continue  
to accommodate large modern aircraft. This new asphalt 
overlay will provide additional strength to runway 09-27 for 
many years to come. The timing of this project provided 
an ideal opportunity to further enhance aircraft safety by 
improving the flow of water off the surface of the runway.

Resurfacing an active runway is no easy feat. The 
work could not be undertaken during daytime hours. 
Victoria International Airport’s primary runway is best 
suited for the commercial jet aircraft that use it every 
day. This left only a small window of time, between 
11:45 pm and 6:30 am, in which the overlay work on 
this 2,133-metre-long and 60-metre-wide runway could 
be completed. The amount of paving that could be 
accomplished each night was further reduced because 
the paving process requires time for the molten asphalt 
to cool and harden before use.

The unusual timing restrictions and the large scope 
of work combined to create a logistical challenge that 
required the involvement of numerous stakeholders, 
detailed planning and ongoing coordination.

This $7.1-million project required two years of 
preparation, including a one-year advance notification 
to all stakeholders so they could adjust their schedules 
accordingly. Several local companies contributed to 
the project team, which included engineers, surveyors, 
electricians, paving specialists, painters, traffic escorts, 
security and truck drivers. When the work began in 
June 2014, it necessitated 76 workers and 72 pieces 
of equipment, including light trucks, asphalt grinders, 
dump trucks, paving machines, rollers and vacuum 
sweeper trucks. 

To maintain the schedule and ensure that the 
incremental nightly progress would not impact the 
following day’s flights in any way, a carefully planned 
routine had to be executed every evening for nearly 
seven weeks. Each night’s workplan included paving 
110 lineal meters of runway and creating a temporary 
8-metre-long ramp to provide a gradual transition 
between the old asphalt and the new 80-millimetre-high 
topcoat. 
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As soon as each day’s final flight departed the airport, 
Victoria Airport Authority personnel escorted the 
construction crew onto the runway. From the second 
night onward, their first task was to grind down the 
temporary ramp and prepare the old surface so that new 
asphalt could be laid ahead of what had been placed the 
previous night. Once the new asphalt had been placed, 
they created a new temporary ramp, complete with 
painted centre lines. Each morning, the entire runway 
was meticulously cleaned to ensure that no debris was 
left behind.

In addition to the asphalt grinding, removal and 
placement, the paving process involved numerous other 
details, such as raising manholes and catch basins to sit 
flush with the new runway elevation and relocating edge 
lighting along the runway. When the paving work was 
completed in July, the grooving process began.

Starting in mid-August, the pavement cutters worked 
the night shift for the subsequent two and a half 
months. They created a 114,000-square-metre area 
of six-millimetre-wide and six-millimetre-deep parallel 
grooves. These grooves run across the runway, 
perpendicular to the centre line. This corduroy-like  

surface drains water away from the centreline and off 
the runway surface. The grooves also work with the 
aircraft’s tires to provide better stability and control on 
landing, thus reducing the likelihood of hydroplaning. 

Victoria International Airport’s runway 09-27 is one of 
a handful of runways in Canada to be treated with a 
series of grooves cut into the asphalt to quickly guide 
water away from the runway. Although the grooves are 
not mandated in Canada yet, the practice of grooving 
runways has been common in the United States since 
the 1960s. By providing this added safety feature, 
Victoria International Airport demonstrates leadership 
and an ongoing commitment to safety.

Facilities Director Scott Cunningham credits the team 
of Victoria Airport Authority employees and contractors 
for the success of the large and complex project. “With 
such a big job and only short amounts of time in which 
to do it, there was a concern that airport traffic could 
have been affected. However, our team anticipated 
problems and solved them quickly. Everyone worked 
together very well and got the project completed 
without any major delays,” he said. 
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According to a report by the Air Transport Research 
Society, Victoria International Airport has the lowest 
airline cost per enplaned passenger of the 12 major 
Canadian airports studied. Furthermore, the report 
indicates that YYJ generated the highest percentage 
of its total revenue from non-aviation revenue, which 
is derived from concessions such as restaurants, retail 
and land rents.

Airlines pay the airport a fee for the use of the terminal 
and facilities. These fees are typically applied in 
the form of landing and terminal charges. Victoria 
International Airport has made a deliberate decision to 
maintain low costs for the airlines.

“We recognize that profit margins in the airline industry 
are thin; as a low cost airport, we enable the airlines 
to keep their prices lower, which gives our airport 
an advantage when negotiating new air service. We 
support the airline industry while, at the same time, 
executing our capital programs and delivering a world-
class facility,” said Victoria Airport Authority President 
and CEO Geoff Dickson.

Led by Professor Tae Oum, the Air Transport Research 
Society, which is headquartered at UBC’s Sauder 
School of Business, was established in 1995 in 
Sydney, Australia. It has published the Global Airport 
Benchmarking Report every year since 2002. 

VICTORIA 
INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT RECOGNIZED 
AS LOWEST COST  
PER PASSENGER  
IN GLOBAL STUDY
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After three years of ongoing construction, the 
Department of National Defence officially took 
ownership of its new 443 Helicopter Squadron aircraft 
hangar on June 30, 2014. The new facility is a fitting 
addition to the airport, which has had a military presence 
since 1939 and has been 443 Helicopter Squadron’s 
base for the past 25 years. It is anticipated that the new 
facility will meet the military’s requirements for the next 
50 years.

This $155 million project includes the following 
elements:

• a guard house with security barriers; 

• a perimeter security fence; 

• a parking area for 300 vehicles; 

• an aircraft wash area and refueling cabinet; 

• an exterior aircraft parking apron that has room for 
five helicopters and one large-body aircraft, such as a 
Boeing 737 or an Airbus 319; 

• a taxiway that links the aircraft apron to the runway; and 

• an expansive hangar that provides parking space for 
nine Cylcone helicopters.

Relocation Planning Underway

As the finishing touches on the new multi-million dollar 
20,000-square-metre facility are completed, plans 
are underway to relocate the squadron to their new 

STATE-OF-THE-ART  
DEPARTMENT OF 
NATIONAL DEFENCE 
FACILITY APPROACHES 
COMPLETION
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To provide some perspective, the 
13,000-square-metre hangar is two 
and a half times the size of the rink 
at Save-On-Foods Memorial Centre 
in downtown Victoria.

combined operations and maintenance centre from the 
several buildings they now occupy on Victoria Airport  
Authority land.

The move, which will take approximately six to eight 
months, will be organized to ensure that the squadron 
remains operational for the duration, with crews capable 
of conducting missions and maintaining training.

Operational Status Maintained

443 Helicopter Squadron is, first and foremost,  
a combat squadron that specializes in anti-submarine 
and maritime warfare. Additionally, it supports 
government efforts to combat drug, fisheries and 
environmental violations in Canadian waters. It also 
supports surveillance, peacekeeping and humanitarian 
operations in International waters. To do so, it provides 
three embarked helicopter air detachments in support  
of the Royal Canadian Navy Pacific Fleet.

Valuable Training Exercises Continue

The 443 Squadron is one of only two squadrons  
that provide embarked air operational support to  
the Canadian Navy. It conducts on-going training to 
ensure that all of its aircrew remain qualified for all 
aspects of their work and have the skills to perform 
intricate manoeuvres in a multitude of scenarios.  
To that end, 443 Squadron pilots, tactical coordinators 
and airborne electronic sensor operators fly 
approximately 2,000 shore-based hours per year  
of flight training out of Victoria International Airport.

About 95 per cent of this flight time is spent south  
of Victoria over waterspace known as CYA-102.  
In this area, flight crews train by replicating the types 
of operations they must perform as part of their jobs: 
sonar dipping, radar work, search and rescue exercises 
and the basic hands-on practice required to ensure they 
are prepared for all eventualities. 

The remaining five per cent of their training time 
involves arrivals to and departures from the airport and 
some periodic flying evolutions that must be conducted 
close to the airport and its dedicated fire protection 
services. 

Much of this training, which replicates real-time 
operational scenarios, must be done live because 
computerized simulation training is not available for 
the Sea King helicopters. Such training may involve, 
for example, returning to base after a hypothetical 
loss of the flight control system or bringing an aircraft 
back to base with a mock engine or gearbox problem. 
Periodically, these exercises are conducted at night to 
better simulate authentic conditions and provide the 
experience military pilots need to gain the confidence 
and familiarity required to perform well under pressure  
in case of a true emergency.

These training exercises provide crucial and irreplaceable 
opportunities for Sea King pilots and technical crew 
members to learn and maintain the skills they need  
to protect our waters and save lives. 
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Throughout the continuous ebb and flow of travellers, 
Victoria Airport Authority’s Operations and Fire 
Services team maintains the systems and provides 
the services that ensure a dependable, consistent and 
safe experience for travellers, tenants and the wider 
community. 

Airport Operations

The multi-talented group known as Airport Operations 
consists of equipment operators, electricians, mechanics 
and craftsmen who are responsible for the proactive 
maintenance of the airport grounds and buildings, as 

well as their multi-faceted systems. Some of their duties 
include inspecting, cleaning and repairing equipment and 
structures to ensure that everyone travelling through the 
airport has a safe and comfortable experience. 

Airport Operations is also responsible for keeping  
the runways safe for incoming and outgoing flights. 
Before the first flight arrives, the morning shift 
completes one of several daily runway inspections  
to ensure that the runways are clear of foreign object 
debris, birds and wildlife; the runway lights are working 
properly; and the signage is visible and clear. They also 
provide runway surface condition reports. 

Airport Operations plays an important role in the function 
and presentation of the airport, and its efforts have a 
noticeable effect on the airport’s environment.

Airport Fire Services

Members of Airport Fire Services provide fire prevention 
and emergency response services inside the terminal 
and on airside grounds. Airport Fire Services is on duty 
for just over 19 hours each day, starting at 5 am.  

AIRPORT OPERATIONS 
AND FIRE SERVICES 
TEAM MAINTAINS 
SAFETY 
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They regularly conduct wildlife control measures, 
inspect airport facilities to ensure that fire code 
regulations are met, respond to environmental risk 
incidents, assist those experiencing medical issues and 
provide emergency services in the event of an accident 
or critical incident. 

Airport Fire Services uses a variety of measures  
to prevent wildlife, in particular birds, from entering 
the runway zone. One such measure is called habitat 
management, which creates an environment around 
the airport that is unattractive to animals that can cause 
problems. This may include the use of deterrents such 
as predator models, pyrotechnics and bird cannons.

In the case of an aircraft accident, the Airport  
Fire Services’ primary objective is to save lives.  
This necessitates a rapid response, including the timely 
arrival of all necessary manpower and equipment at the 
scene, the prevention and/or suppression of fire, and  
the rescue of those inside the aircraft. The firefighters  
are trained and practiced in the methods and products 
used to extinguish fires and evacuate passengers. 

In fact, Airport Fire Services members are specially 
trained in structural and aircraft firefighting. They are 
certified with Transport Canada as Airport Rescue 
Firefighting (ARFF) personnel, and participate in on-going 
regulatory and enhancement training through the Justice 
Institute of BC.

To maximize the effectiveness of their emergency 
response, Airport Fire Services conducts regular 
training exercises with several local agencies, including 
the air terminal building tenants, North Saanich Fire 
Department, Sidney Fire Department and RCMP. 

Director of Operations and Safety Ken Gallant speaks 
highly of his new team: “We have a great team of 
individuals who work hand-in-hand to make the travel 
experience as safe and comfortable as possible.” 
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Victoria International Airport’s $8.1 million air terminal 
improvement is complete. As part of ongoing efforts to 
enhance travellers’ experiences within the airport while 
minimizing disruptions during the construction stage, 
this complex project was accomplished in several 
phased stages. While the changes made over the 
past 18 months have been incremental, the resulting 
improvements to the quality and functionality of the 
facility are obvious and clearly appreciated.

A Better Experience

Travellers now enjoy a more streamlined, intuitive 
and pleasurable flow through the airport. Beginning in 
the main terminal and extending through the security 
screening area to the corridors that connect the lower 

and upper floors and into the upper passenger lounge, 
travellers experience easier circulation, additional 
shopping and food choices and a more relaxing 
atmosphere. 

New Retail and Dining Options

New retail options in the main terminal provide all 
travellers, whether they have just arrived or are about  
to pass through security screening, with the 
opportunity to buy something they need for the 
next stage of their trip. New retail shops and dining 
establishments in the departures area, including a 
Spinnakers on the Fly restaurant and Harbourwalk 
Retail and Duty Free store, provide travellers with a 
selection of merchandise and wide variety of food 
and beverage options. The new Breakwater Boutique 
located in the main terminal pre-security offers a 
simplified shopping experience for both residents and 
travellers. With a strong focus on local goods, both 
shops reinforce the airport’s sense of place.

YYJ HAS A FRESH 
NEW LOOK
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Increased Security Screening Capacity

The expanded security checkpoint includes room for up 
to five screening lines and a priority NEXUS travel lane.  
A new water feature, a calming addition that defines the 
space between the security screening and pre-boarding 
areas, has quickly become a favourite gathering place for 
family and friends to wish their loved ones happy travels.

Centralized Circulation Core

The newly centralized escalator, stairs and elevators 
provide a more intuitive and convenient route between 
the lower and upper passenger lounges. 

Comfortable Upper Passenger Lounge

The upper passenger departure lounge, which is 
utilized by fifty percent of the airport’s total passenger 
traffic, has been refreshed to provide a high level of 
comfort. A large skylight has been installed to bring 
more natural light to the space. New flooring, updated 
and additional lighting, and comfortable modern 
soft seating combine to facilitate the circulation of 
passengers and create a pleasant atmosphere. 

Appreciated Improvements

Scott Cunningham, the Victoria Airport Authority’s 
facilities director, notes that the improvement project  
has been very well received: “We’ve been getting a  
lot of positive feedback. People comment regularly that 
each of these projects has provided an incremental 
improvement in the overall atmosphere of the air 
terminal. Each element works to make the space better.”

He commends the team for their contribution  
to the project’s success. He said, “The contractors  
were involved from the beginning and developed a real 
sense of ownership and partnership as time went on.  
Their ability to execute all of the elements and get 
everything done on time and in budget is testament  
to the good communications that existed between all  
the stakeholders. The end result is a real improvement  
to the space and a facility that travellers enjoy  
and appreciate.” 
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Effective November 1, 2014, Victoria International Airport 
offers another level of service for travellers: The recently 
completed air terminal improvement project included the 
expansion of the security screening checkpoint, which 
created a dedicated space for NEXUS services.

The NEXUS program is a co-operative venture  
between the Canada Border Services Agency and  
US Customs and Border Protection that simplifies  
border crossing for members while enhancing security.  
It allows pre-approved travellers to move through the 
security screening process at participating air, land 
and sea locations more quickly than those travellers 
who have not been pre-approved. Victoria International 
Airport is one of 16 Canadian airports that provide 
NEXUS services. 

NEXUS cardholders who report to the security staff  
at the entrance to the security screening checkpoint 
will be directed to bypass the normal security 
screening queue and access an entrance to the 
dedicated NEXUS area. 

Victoria Airport Authority Director of Security and 
Terminal Operations Ian West is pleased that YYJ will 
provide travellers with the option to enjoy the NEXUS 
program benefits.

To become a NEXUS member, you may apply online  
or in person at enrolment centres across Canada.  
For more information, please refer to the Canada Border 
Services Agency website at www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca. 

YYJ ADDS  
NEXUS SERVICES
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MEET KEN GALLANT – 
VICTORIA AIRPORT 
AUTHORITY’S NEW 
DIRECTOR OF 
OPERATIONS AND 
SAFETY

The Victoria Airport Authority is pleased to welcome 
Director of Operations and Safety Ken Gallant to his new 
position. Ken brings brings a down to earth, practical and 
friendly management approach that draws on his Prince 
Edward Island upbringing and the unique set of skills he 
developed over his more than 13 years of experience  
in aviation. 

Most recently, Gallant was director of operations for  
the Charlottetown Airport Authority, an airport that 
serves approximately 300,000 passengers per year. 
In that role, he was responsible for many aspects of 
ground and airside operations, including environmental 
management, security, insurance and information 
technology. Before that, he spent almost six years 
working as an operations supervisor with Prince Edward 
Air, a regional executive charter and cargo airline.

In his new role with the Victoria Airport Authority, 
Gallant ensures that the city’s international airport runs 
smoothly behind the scenes. He is responsible for the 
day-to-day operations of the airport, including regular 

and preventative maintenance of the airside grounds 
and air terminal buildings, delivery of fire and emergency 
services and compliance with Transport Canada’s safety 
requirements.

Gallant’s personal and professional experience working 
with small, close-knit communities is the foundation  
for his ability to communicate respectfully as a leader.  
His passion for the aviation industry and knowledge of 
the airport’s assets will support Victoria Airport Authority 
as it moves into its next phase of development, which 
includes a capital plan that spans over the next ten years. 

Gallant is pleased to call Vancouver Island his new home 
and is looking forward to many years working in his new 
role with the Victoria Airport Authority: “The people in 
the wider community and at the airport have been very 
welcoming. I’ve inherited some well-developed systems 
and a great team. I’m looking forward to working with 
them to keep the airport running safely.” 

Photo credit: Melinda Orlowski 
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